LYNDON HARROWS AND ENGINEERING LIMITED

"INSIST ON A LYNDON HARROW"
LYNDON CHAIN HARROW
Designed to eliminate excessive wear these harrows are suitable for direct drilling, over
sowing, light levelling and spreading horse or cattle manure. Rear spreader bar helps
self-cleaning action and square section helps cut manure while the angle design spreads
and smooths manure evenly.
Round interlocking joining links mean less wear. Ideally suited for use behind discs and
grubbers.
Available in:
10mm Square and 12mm Square Steel
1.5m (5ft), 1.8m (6ft), 2.1m (7ft) - all suitable for Motorcycles
10mm, 12mm, 16mm and 20mm Square Steel
2.4m (8ft), 2.7m (9ft), 3.0m (10ft), 3.3m (11ft), 3.6 (12ft), 4.2 (14ft)
Available 5 or 7 rings deep

LYNDON SPIKED CHAIN HARROW
Standard model comes with bars and the spiked chain harrow. Rotating
rings means less wear. Spikes for pasture rejuvenation and manure
spreading can be utilised for seed covering.
Available in:
12mm round - 6’x6’, 8’x6’, 10’x6’, 11’x6’, 12’x6’, 10’x8’, 12’x8’
16mm round - 8’x8’, 10’x8’, 12’x8’, 14’x8’
20mm round - 8’x8’, 10’x8’, 12’x8’, 14’x8’
Heavy duty draw bar. Rear spreader bar or weights optional.
24mm round contractors harrow - 8’x8’, 9’x8’, 10’x8’, 12’x8’, 14’x8’

Conversion Chart

COMBO HARROW
All these harrows are suitable for many
applications such as spreading manure from
horses and cattle, removing twitch and dead
grass, for relieving, compacting and pugging in
fields, lawns and horse arenas. Also great for
over sowing and light levelling.
Available in:
12mm and 16mm Combo – 2.4m (8’), 3.0m
(10’), 3.6m (12’), 4.2m (14’)
Inbetween sizes available, please contact us
for a quote.

12mm x 2 rows spiked H/T
& 3 rows of S/Q chain
Plus Spreader Bar

www.lyndonharrows.co.nz
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COMBINATION HARROW

Spiked Chain Harrow

Lyndon Chain Harrow

Spiked Chain and Lyndon Chain Harrows make a combination set with many uses. Available
in any combination of Spiked Chain and Lyndon Chain Harrows. Comes with detachable
Lyndon Chain. Very well suited for manure spreading. Can also be used for cultivation
work and broadcast seed covering. The two sets are detachable for use as individual
sets or used combined as a whole.
Available in:
2.7m (8’) , 3.0m (10’), 3.6m (12’)
12mm Round and 10mm Square
12mm Round and 12mm Square
16mm Round and 12mm Square
16mm Round and 16mm Square
We can also supply other combinations, sizes and widths, please contact us for a quote.

Detachable from each other

TRIPOD AND LYNDON CHAIN HARROWS
Designed for pasture rejuvenation, two harrows in one. Comes with Tripod in front
to dig and rip up dead grass and has a detachable Lyndon Chain Harrow
behind to smooth and level. Excellent for dethatching Kikuyu grass.
Detach and use the Lyndon Chain Harrow from the back to smooth
and spread manure without digging up your ground. Designed to
eliminate excessive wear and bolted construction with Nylock nuts
which can be replaced when worn. The tynes on the Tripod are
hardsurfaced and are reversible.
Available in:
10mm, 12mm and 16mm Square Chain
2.7m (8’) , 3.0m (10’), 3.6m (12’), 4.2m (14’)

ROUND RING HARROW
These harrows are suitable for rough stoney ground. Also ideal for trashy soils as they
will feed trash through the ring as they rotate rather than collecting and dragging. A
variety of the 12mm sets are well suited to seed covering in stoney or trashy ground.
Wear is minimised due to the rings constantly rotating eliminating wear on one section
of the ring. Great for levelling and breaking up ground after chisel ploughs, grubbers
or discing. Can be made any width or depth to suit individual needs.
Available in:
Round Ring Harrow
12mm round ring material - 8’x3’, 9’x3’, 10’x3’, 11’x3’, 12’x3’
16mm round ring material - 8’x6’, 9’x6’, 10’x6’, 11’x6’, 12’x6’
Round Ring Contractor’s Harrow, HD Bars, H/D Chain Tow
20mm round material - 8’x8’, 9’x8’, 10’x8’, 12’x8’, 14’x8’
24mm round material - 8’x8’, 9’x8’, 10’x8’, 12’x8’, 14’x8’

HORSE TRAINING TRACK HARROWS
Blade type harrows which cut into hard tracks. Strengthened frame design. Replaceable
tynes. Can be drawn on their own or attach a Chain Harrow behind for levelling.
TYNES - Bolt on 320 x 70 x 12 Flat Hardened Steel.
Available in:
2 Leaf and Bar, 3 Leaf and Bar

NZ’S LARGEST HARROW MANUFACTURER

UTILITY HARROWS
The ultimate small seed Chain Harrow which has been designed to eliminate
excessive wear. Hinged two piece rear spreader bar helps self-cleaning and aids
contour following. Constant ground contact follows land contours, adjustable chain
tow points and strong, light construction. Available in any width or length, standard
models are 3 ring deep.
Available in:
10mm, 12mm and 16mm diameter
1.8m (6ft) to 4.2m (14’)

3.0m (10'0") Suit 18 run Drill
3.3m (10'9") Suit 20 run Drill

DRILL HARROWS
Self-cleaning harrows of strong, no maintenance design. 16 tynes per leaf, 50mm tyne spacing’s. Designed to give even ground pressure on
all tynes and adjustable draw bar towing chains. Leaves are available 3 wide or 4 wide and can be mixed and matched to suit specific widths.
Available in:
Light weight, 10kg leaf 30x5 flat
4 row per leaf
3 row per leaf
Bars
3.5mm wide 4 leaf and bar, suit 20 run drill
3.2mm wide, suit 18 run drill.

Medium weight, 19kg leaf 32x8 flat
4 rows per leaf, suit 20 run drill
3 rows per leaf, suit 18 run drill
Bars

Heavy weight 22kg 30x10 flat
4 rows per leaf, suit 20 run drill
3 rows per leaf, suit 18 run drill
Bars

STUMP JUMP SELF-CLEANING HARROWS
Fixed or detachable towing points, pigtails or permanent attachment on bar. Rugged construction allows for use on stoney ground behind
chisel ploughs and grubbers, this is a real back country harrow. Self cleaning. Well suited to be mounted in front of a Cambridge Roller. Can
also be fitted to a Lyndon Hydraulic Folding Frame.

Available in:

Available in:

4 row wide, 3 deep, 30kg per leaf
40 x 10 flat and 50 x 10 flat

4 row wide, 4 deep, 40kg per leaf
40 x 10 flat and 50 x 10 flat

Available in:
4 row wide, 5 deep
40 x 10 flat, 53kg heavy per leaf
50 x 10 flat, 63kg super heavy per leaf

Draw Bars - 3, 4 and 5 leaf bars available

“INSIST ON A LYNDON HARROW”
www.lyndonharrows.co.nz

DIAMOND HARROWS
These harrows are heavier and stronger in the frame design than Zig Zags. Due to
the closer pattern these harrows can be prone to blockaging making them more
suitable to lighter soils. Sturdy and well-constructed harrows with tow hooks at
both ends. Well suited to mounting in front of the Cambridge Roller. Can also be
fitted to a Lyndon Hydraulic Folding Frame.
Available in:
16mm (5/8”) Tyne, 20mm (¾”) Tyne

ZIG ZAG HARROWS
Open frame pattern helps to minimise blockages with stones or big clods.
Sturdy and well-constructed harrows with tow hooks at both ends. Well
suited to mounting in front of the Cambridge Roller. Can also be fitted to
a Lyndon Hydraulic Folding Frame.
Available in:
35kg 16mm (5/8”) Tyne, 45kg 20mm (¾”) Tyne

ZIG ZAG HARROW SETS

ZIG ZAG BARS

Available in:

Available in:

3 Leaf and Bar 3.100m overall
4 Leaf and Bar 4.050m overall
5 Leaf and Bar 5.095m overall

3 Leaf, 4 Leaf, 5 Leaf
Also available in wider configuration with a master bar.

HYDRAULIC FOLDING HARROW FRAMES
Designed and constructed with strength and simplicity in mind these Lyndon Hydraulic Folding Frames help cover large acreages rapidly.
Currently available 6-9 metres wide, these frames are built to carry any of our range of leaf harrows and can easily be fitted with a selection of
chain harrows. Easy to maintain and will give trouble free service year after year.

aeration ripper
Suitable for many uses including:
• Remove pugging from cattle movements
• Access to restrictive or closed in spaces
such as gates, fence lines, vine rows and
tree lines.
• Provide aeration as part of cultivation
or pasture improvement process.

Also available

Pea Harrow
Potato Harrow
Organic Weed Harrow

• Standard width size 1800, 2400 and 3000mm.
Custom widths POA
• Three point linkage as standard
• Single row or twin row of adjustable depth tynes.
(Standard tyne depth to 120mm)
• Once tynes are worn, other end can then be used for
long-life benefits.
• Easy to adjust skid supports, strongly built Lyndon frame
• Option for rear hooks to tow a chain harrow if needed
for improved spreading

Spare Parts available for all harrows
Chain Harrow and Spike Links
Double Links - 12mm round, 16mm round
Hooks available

We will design, manufacture, any Harrow to order - Please call us today for a quote
Box 270 Kirwee 7543, Canterbury, New Zealand
Phone: 0800 HARROWS Fax: (03) 347 8516
Email: info@lyndonharrows.co.nz
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